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INTRODUCTION

The change of administration following the 2016 United States presidential election has reoriented the 
federal government’s approach to energy. Externally, the federal government now emphasizes “energy 
dominance,”1 highlighting U.S. influence on global energy markets, backed by growing exports of multiple 
forms of energy. Internally, the government’s energy priorities have shifted toward reducing costs and 
enhancing the security and resiliency of departments, agencies and their facilities. 

Shifting energy priorities have been underscored by a series of White House Executive Orders, including 
one on May 17, 2018 directing the government’s agencies to “optimize energy and environmental 
performance, reduce waste and cut costs.”2 This applies across the large number of buildings, vehicles 
and operations managed by the federal government. The order specifically identifies energy efficiency in 
new construction, leasing and annual reporting by agencies. In effect, it elevates an energy management 
strategy that had long been uncontroversial, but somewhat underappreciated.

At the same time, the administration’s budgets for the 2018 and 2019 fiscal years featured significant 
cuts in discretionary spending,3 including sizable reductions in federal support for renewable energy  
and energy efficiency research, development and implementation.4 Although many proposed cuts were 
restored in the spending bills enacted by the Congress, much of the government finds itself with more 
tasks to execute than the funding required to make it happen. This, too, is reshaping energy priorities. 

Even within the Department of Defense, for which annual spending was just increased, energy-related 
activities are aligning with these new priorities. The new name and redefined mission of the U.S. Navy’s 
former Renewable Energy Program Office, now called the Resilient Energy Program Office, exemplify 
these changes.5 The Navy still deploys renewable energy systems at its facilities, though increasingly in 
conjunction with microgrids and energy storage. These projects are aimed at cutting costs and building 
the capacity to maintain operations following macro power grid failures and other disruptions. 

Federal agencies are not the only entities affected by these revised priorities. Many of the same pressures 
and concerns apply to state and local governments, universities and other institutions that have been  
the recipients of federal energy rebates and incentives that are declining or phasing out.

AS A CRITICAL—EVEN FIRST—STEP IN COMPREHENSIVE ENERGY 
MANAGEMENT, EFFICIENCY CAN NOW SET UP MORE COST-EFFECTIVE USE 
OF ENERGY SERVICES SUCH AS DISTRIBUTED ENERGY RESOURCES AND 
STORAGE, AND IN SOME CASES COULD HELP PAY FOR THEM.
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However, as government energy managers turn to projects and equipment budgets focused on priorities 
like resiliency, they should not lose sight of the benefits of energy efficiency. Long considered the “fifth 
fuel,” efficiency is still the lowest-cost energy available in many situations. Recent analysis reported by 
the American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy (ACEEE) confirmed that “saving energy is still 
cheaper than making energy.”6 

At an average of $0.028 per kilowatt-hour (kWh) for fuel saved, efficiency programs came in below the 
cost of new wind, solar and natural gas power installations.7 The low cost of efficiency makes the 
“negawatts” it generates cost-competitive and aligns it with the broader array of innovative and integrated 
energy solutions available today.

Reducing the cost of energy is good, but getting the maximum benefit from procured energy across an 
expanding range of goals is even better. And since energy is not typically a core competency of government 
outside the Department of Energy, access to private-sector participants and solutions can bring 
substantial benefits in this area. 

This white paper will explore the enhanced utility of energy efficiency as a critical—

even first—step in comprehensive energy management. Efficiency can now set up 

more cost-effective use of energy services such as distributed energy resources and 

storage, and in some cases could help pay for them.

The low cost of 
efficiency makes the 
“negawatts” it 
generates cost-
competitive and aligns 
it with the broader 
array of innovative and 
integrated energy 
solutions available 
today.

LEVELIZED COST OF ELECTRICITY RESOURCES
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THE LARGER BENEFITS OF ENERGY 
EFFICIENCY

THE PARTIAL SELF-FUNDING FEATURE OF ENERGY EFFICIENCY IS OFTEN 
OVERLOOKED. . . .ENERGY EFFICIENCY CAN REDUCE THE SCALE AND 
THUS THE INVESTMENT REQUIRED FOR DISTRIBUTED GENERATION. 
THEREFORE, FOR  LOAD-OPTIMIZATION, ENERGY EFFICIENCY IS A 
LOGICAL FIRST STEP IN A COMPREHENSIVE ENERGY SOLUTION.

Before expanding on these other benefits of energy efficiency, beyond direct savings from reduced 
consumption, a reminder of the distinction between efficiency and conservation is in order. The latter 
depends on changes in behavior and practices, while the former involves changes in systems, processes 
and equipment. Both of these are important, but efficiency gains are more permanent.

Because the benefits of efficiency result from changes in heating, cooling, and lighting equipment and 
controls, they are predictable–typically as much as 20–30% savings on a utility bill. That savings can  
be diverted to energy projects, such as new investment in energy systems and installations, distributed 
generation or energy storage. In this way, current expenses can be converted into future assets. 

Another approach to finding wider use in the government and commercial sectors relates to the provision 
of Energy-as-a-Service (EaaS). This involves a contractual relationship such as a Utility Energy 
Services Contract (UESC), in which a company agrees to deliver a service such as energy from specific 
sources for 10 years or longer, for a fee that encompasses all investments and net savings. 

Energy efficiency is an integral part of EaaS. The quantified savings from new efficiency investments 
included in an energy service agreement are applied to help defray the cost of the energy, energy 
attributes and other services being acquired in this manner. 

The partial self-funding feature of energy efficiency is often overlooked when facility and procurement 
managers are considering new energy services. Energy efficiency can reduce the scale and thus the 
investment required for distributed generation. Therefore, for load-optimization, Energy efficiency should 
be the first step in a comprehensive energy solution. 
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY AS A FIRST STEP

When faced with the expanding and increasingly cost-competitive array of energy options available, 
including but not limited to distributed energy from various sources, the natural tendency of energy planners 
and managers is to focus on big, expensive options first. Typical early options include supply-side measures 
like power generation or distribution infrastructure and neglect less expensive changes in demand.

However, the kind of thorough energy efficiency audit typically conducted as the first step of an energy 
services agreement often simplifies these choices. 

Energy efficiency audits can also yield other valuable information, including the identification of key 
vulnerabilities of a facility or systems. During the course of analysis, information on age, functionality and 
useful life of relevant equipment will be noted, along with weaknesses of control systems, wireless 
communications and aging infrastructure subject to failure. This level of assessment will help identify 
vulnerabilities, as well as the status of existing emergency backup systems, if any.

When the first outcome reduces the load, the requirements for generating capacity, energy storage and 
many other relevant project parameters of a project shrink, including the overall cost. 

Energy efficiency can help to right-size all the subsequent energy initiatives and projects at a facility. It 
is also a critical step on the path to making a facility or an entire entity more energy-secure and 
resilient by making that result cheaper and easier to achieve. Efficiency helps build resiliency.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY CAN HELP TO RIGHT-SIZE ALL THE SUBSEQUENT 
ENERGY INITIATIVES AND PROJECTS AT A FACILITY. IT IS ALSO A 
CRITICAL STEP ON THE PATH TO MAKING A FACILITY OR AN ENTIRE 
ENTITY MORE ENERGY-SECURE AND RESILIENT
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY 
FACILITATES RESILIENCY

Resiliency can be defined as the capability of an energy system to withstand “black swan” (low probability 
but high consequence) events and sustain or restore normal operations.8 Resiliency gained visibility in 
the aftermath of Superstorm Sandy in 2012 and subsequent findings that such events were likely to 
become more frequent.9 Its emergence as a principal goal of federal and state energy policy also aligns 
with the growth of cyberattacks targeting facilities and critical infrastructure, including components of  
the regional electric grid and other energy infrastructure.10 

Estimates of the cost of power interruptions from all causes exceed $100 billion per year for the U.S. 
economy, mainly from lost production and services in the private sector.11 The cost of outages—and the 
corresponding value of resiliency—is harder to gauge for many of the services provided by government. 
Some of these are impossible to ensure against financially, particularly those related to national security. 
Nor can the value of a resilient facility as the nexus for recovery of the surrounding area be fully quantified, 
although it can be significant, especially for the activities of first responders. 

The available options for assuring continued mission-critical operations of government buildings and 
installations following weather- or cyber-related failure of the macro power-grid have expanded. Combined 
heat and power (CHP), solar arrays, natural gas-fueled engines and fuel cells, and large-scale battery 
storage are all available, whether on a standalone basis or implemented within a local microgrid. 

Energy efficiency, while not a direct solution, facilitates all of these options through its unique combination 
of load reduction and predictable cash generation. At the same time, it serves another aspect of energy 
security in minimizing the budgetary impact of future changes in external energy costs.
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SIZE OF THE EFFICIENCY PRIZE

The results of a 2017 survey on energy efficiency indicated that, despite recognizing its importance, 
many businesses deferred action on implementing it. In large part this was because more than three-
quarters believed their facilities were already energy efficient.12 A certain level of efficiency fatigue is 
understandable, since it is hardly a new issue. 

Companies and organizations have been investing in energy efficiency for many years—some for 
decades. However, efficiency opportunities are never exhausted, because relevant technology keeps 

advancing in cost, performance or both. LED lighting is just one relatively recent example of this 
phenomenon (see Figure 1). Another indication is the fact that the energy efficiency of the global 
economy, in terms of the energy required to produce a unit of economic output, has continued to 
improve at over 2% per year based on the most recent five-year average.13

The cumulative effect of even such small percentage gains on a global or national scale is enormous.  
In supply terms, the effective “efficiency resource” in the U.S. electricity sector equates to 18% of power 
generation in 2015, larger than the output of the entire U.S. nuclear power plant fleet.14 At recent 
average prices, its annual contribution is worth around $90 billion.15 

Energy Efficiency, while not a direct solution, facilitates all of these options through its unique 
combination of load-reduction and predictable cash generation. At the same time, it serves 
another aspect of energy security in minimizing the budgetary impact of future changes in 
external energy costs. 
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The cumulative effect of even such small percentage gains on a global or national scale is 
enormous. In supply terms, the effective “efficiency resource” in the U.S. electricity sector 
equates to 18% of power generation in 2015, larger than the output of the entire U.S. nuclear 
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The federal government spent $16 billion on energy from all sources in 2016, with energy 
consumption by facilities accounting for $6.1 billion.17 That amount reflects a 24% reduction in 
energy consumption, as well as recently lower energy prices. If the consumption of federal 

Figure	1

THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SPENT $16 BILLION ON ENERGY FROM ALL 
SOURCES IN 2016,16 WITH ENERGY CONSUMPTION BY FACILITIES 
ACCOUNTING FOR $6.1 BILLION.17 THAT AMOUNT REFLECTS A 24% 
REDUCTION IN ENERGY CONSUMPTION . . .
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The federal government spent $16 billion on energy from all sources in 2016,16 with energy consumption 
by facilities accounting for $6.1 billion.17 That amount reflects a 24% reduction in energy consumption, as 
well as recently lower energy prices. If the consumption of federal facilities could be reduced by a further 
20% through new energy efficiency efforts, up to $15 billion over 10 years could be channeled into other 
energy services and priorities, including resiliency.

CONCLUSIONS

Energy efficiency is hardly a new strategy. What is new is its application as a key component of the 
expanding range of energy options that are changing both the sources and characteristics of the energy 
used by government departments and agencies and the economy as a whole. Energy resiliency and 
security solutions that start with energy efficiency can be more effective and less expensive over time 
than those that ignore its benefits, including the cash flow freed up by efficiency.
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